Welcome back to The Firs

Holly Red!

Hello from Mr Campbell!
We have all missed you very much and so it’s really
great you are coming back to school!
Things are going to be a little different in school, as
we make sure that it is as safe as possible for
everyone.
We have made this presentation for you to sit down
and look at with a grown up at home, so that you can
begin to get used to how things are going to be
when you get back on Monday 15th.
I hope it helps!
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Welcome To Holly Red
To help us with our social distancing, we have split
classes in half. Holly is split into Holly Blue and Holly
Red.
You are going to be in Holly
Red.
You will work in Cedar
classroom with Mrs Freeman.
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Arriving at school

People will be arriving at different times
to help with social distancing. You need
to get to school between 9:15 and 9:25.
Please come in through the gate from
Station Road into the courtyard. You
will then go into school through the
outside gate like normal.

There will be signs to help.

Our Blue bear signs will help you find
your way!
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Inside Holly Red
If you have a lunch box, put
it on the lunch trolley
You will see the
You will need to wash your
tables are all
hands next. Mrs Freeman
spaced out. That’s
will talk to you about how to
ok, it will help to
wash your hands and
keep us all safe.
when, we will be doing a lot
of handwashing!
Things you use all the time
will be in a wallet just for
you! You can keep it on
All
your table.
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One way
A lot of the things in school will look
very different at first, but you will
get used to it!
In the Hall we have a One way
system. That means you only walk
in one direction round the hall. It’s
to stop us getting too close to each
other, so we stay safe.
There are signs to remind us!

Here is Mrs Ware
walking round the
one way system in
the hall.
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Caring at a Distance!
The most important thing to us is that everyone is safe and happy.
We need to keep our distance from each other, but… just because
you can’t give your friends or your teacher hugs, you can still you
show you care - by hugging yourselves at the same time or by giving
an ‘air high five’!
You can show you care by staying in your place, putting your hand up if you
need something and keeping your distance from others.
We will give you time to talk to us and each other about how you feel… we
will look after each other and get through this strange time together!
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Playtime and lunchtime
You will go out to morning play a 10:15
am.
Afternoon play will be at 2:35 pm.
You will be on the KS1 Playground or
field.
You will eat your lunch at
12:30 pm in your classroom.
Then you will go and play on
the KS1 playground.
Your supervisors will be Mrs
Kensall and Mrs Christofis.
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Washing hands and Catching Sneezes!
Wash your hands carefully using soap
for 20 seconds- sing Happy Birthday
twice!

WASH YOUR
HANDS ….
On getting to school
After playing outside
Before eating
After PE
After the toilet
After you blow your
nose

Catch
coughs and
sneezes to
keep
everyone
safe.

Before you go home
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Home time
You will go home at 3:30 pm most
days and 12:30 pm on Wednesdays.

Pack up carefully. Put your things in
your wallet and put the wallet on your
chair so your table is left clear and can
be cleaned.

Mrs Freeman will take you down to the
outside gate.
Your parent or carer will come in
through the gate from Station Road
into the courtyard and pick you up at
the outside gate. (Just like in the
morning).

Pic of exiting
gate
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